How Microsoft's modern workplace solutions
can accelerate your business

The power of Digital Transformation

Thanks to digital transformation,
the way we work has changed
dramatically.
We now spend less time at the office and are collaborating more than ever before in
teamwork. Today’s most productive employees are paid to think and collaborate with
distributed team members, suppliers, partners and contractors across an increasingly global
and modernised workplace, in order to help grow your bottom line.
As digital ways of working have changed how people exchange information, businesses are
recognising the need to ensure their workplace technology keeps up.
After all, it’s your people - the ones who are improving experiences, transforming products,
affecting change, sharing insight and exceeding customer expectations — who are your
company’s true competitive advantage.
Research tells us that collaboration is of great importance to 94%1 of employees, with 83%1
depending on technology to do their job. Which means your team need modern solutions
that work just as well externally as they do internally, allowing content to flow easily and
securely between different parties.
Without doubt, there is unsurpassed power in workplace collaboration. By working together,
employees can help develop better products and services, connect strategy with execution,
make more effective business decisions, and increase revenue.
However, it’s not just technology that is transforming the way your teams work.

Sources:
1) Alfresco 2) Collaboration Trends and Technology
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New day, new culture
While advanced technology may result in more complex work demands, increased
collaboration, and new social technologies, employees are also demanding the need to
manage their own working styles and time.
External factors affecting the SMB landscape have evolved significantly since the 1980s.
A number of shifting trends are creating new challenges and opportunities for companies,
driving the modernisation and a new culture of work we see happening in today’s workplace:

New societal values – demand for empowerment to create own unique working
styles, employees want to create work and develop skills that are personally
meaningful.

“Life is changing all around us and the capacity
to work flexibly is seen as key to the future and
a key enabler to high performing virtual teams.”
- Ernst & Young2

Demographic shift - older workers are working for longer, Gen X and Y demand
more flexibility and a more social approach to work.
Rapid globalisation – growing global market opportunities and meeting
customer demands requires a 24/7 culture, while the needs of a low-carbon
economy necessitates more agile ways of working.

67% employees wish they were offered flexi working

1

58% think they would be more motivated working away from office

1

70% say flexible working makes a role more appealing

1

Sources:
1) CDN Mobile Productivity Survey 2016 2) The Benefits of Flexible Working Arrangements
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If harnessed in the right way, this evolution has the potential to empower your
workforce as well as attract and retain the best talent for tomorrow’s success.
And, since your people are the ones to make things happen, it is essential
employees are given the tools and flexibility they need to be creative, to
collaborate, and to be productive at the times that suit them – which might not
be during the typical 9am-5pm.
In an increasingly complex environment where customers and clients demand
24/7 attention, your business must leverage the flexibility of your employees
to fill gaps and provide a more dynamic service. Traditional office-based
models of working are struggling to accommodate the level of agility that is
expected in our modern age.
However, this presents a challenge: your employees still need to be able to
work together effectively and securely with other team members, even when
not physically together.

Secure solutions for creative teamwork

Microsoft Office 365 Business is developed specifically with SMBs in mind. We know you want to give your teams all the tools they need to dream big and drive your business forward.
And we know you want to feel secure whilst doing so.

Microsoft 365 Business has four key elements:
Achieve more together

Always-on security

Your team can create, connect, and collaborate, using an unrivalled
set of apps and services. Enable them to work together no matter if in or
outside the office. Bring teams and resources together, all in one place;
from customers to co-workers to suppliers. They can choose how they
connect, share and communicate, even using devices they’re familiar with
in their own personal time. As a result, they feel more motivated knowing
they’re working for a company that recognises their value.

Safeguard company data across PCs, phones and tablets from one simple
dashboard that is always up to date. Help protect against phishing and
security threats and be secured with the latest versions of Office 365 and
Windows 10. You get solid security with simplified management; meaning
if an employee loses their phone - you can delete data quickly and easily.
Intelligent built-in security built means you have the reassurance of knowing
that even with a mobile workforce, you’re keeping your data secure.

Anywhere it matters

Simplified for business

Access your work securely from anywhere, with or without Wi-Fi.
Work offline and sync later on Windows, iOS, Android, Mac, and through
web browsers. Enable your people to be productive anywhere, and stay
engaged with your teams on their favourite devices. Take your work
with you, with a solution that integrates with existing infrastructures and
environments including cloud and hybrid; saving you time and money.

Easy employee setup and deployment gets your teams up and running
fast. Manage users and devices with a single dashboard, and simplify with
a single login for all services and devices. Minimising the time and work
needed to deploy and manage means you can focus on what matters:
running your business. When you roll out the solution, all the baseline
configurations and settings are already turned on and your devices will be
encrypted from day one.
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Achieve more together
Businesses are demanding their people to come up with brighter ideas while working
together. According to a recent survey, around 72% of employees1 say their future success
depends on their ability to be creative.
An ever-disruptive landscape is changing the rules. These days, it’s all about doing things
differently in order to stay competitive against a constant influx of small, inventive disruptors.
Giving your teams access to the best tools and technology is vital to this.

Sectors that lag in digitisation result in lower productivity
performance, while the most digitally advanced have
increased productivity and boosted profit by up to three times
the average rate over the past 20 years.2
It’s time to enable your team to get creative, and work with meaningful visual data that allows
them to keep up with the increasing sophistication of work and client demands. Office 365
Business gives your team the technology they need to think big and think together:
•

Word, Excel, and PowerPoint Create enables collaborative and creative ways of
working between employees. Access and edit documents offline; when they’re back
online updated files sync automatically. They can pick up where they left off on their
docs when switching between devices.

•

Personal digital assistant Cortana makes life easier by helping employees handle 		
crucial tasks and get things done.

•

Delve, the Microsoft 365 app enables co-workers to find the latest files shared with them
within your business.

•

Voice, digital pen, touch, gesture, Windows Ink, or Microsoft Edge turns thoughts into
actions in the way that feels and works best for your team.

Sources:
1) Steelcase 2) Harvard Business Review
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Anywhere it matters
With employees wanting to work from home, travel more, and work out of office hours,
it can be hard to create an agile team environment with go-to-market speed. Combined
with the fact there could be up to five generations to keep engaged and happy in your
workplace, you’re in for a rough ride. Each new generation that joins your business brings
new expectations of how, why, and where they work, with different perspectives on the world
and the way they live.
Above all, employees demand modern, integrated tools that work on their favourite devices.
They need familiar solutions capable of simplifying collaboration, enabling them to get tasks
done. Fast. With Microsoft 365, you and your teams can communicate and work together
wherever, whenever.
•

Microsoft Exchange facilitates collaboration to keep employees in sync with your 		
customers and co-workers, 24/7.

•

Keep your people in the loop with Outlook, and grant access to emails, contacts,
and calendars across devices even when offline. Help your team stay connected to
customers or co-workers.

•

Outlook with Skype for Business integration adds audio/video conferencing to new
or existing meetings, with just one click. Easily present, share and collaborate on
documents (or a virtual whiteboard) within the meeting space.

•

SharePoint gives your teams access to an easy drag and drop intranet for documents
and files, providing a secure hub to collate and share information.

•

Microsoft 365 Groups gives teammates access to a shared inbox, calendar, file repository,
and notebook. Outlook Groups and Microsoft Teams are also available any time
you’re are online to help you and your teams work together collaboratively 		
wherever, whenever.

•

OneDrive for Business grants access to the latest version of documents from employees
favourite devices, anywhere they have an internet connection. Teams can create,
access, and edit their documents whenever they need them. Enables online and
offline access and automatic syncing of files to reflect the most recent edits.
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Always-on security
People are prioritising work-time over work-space, and want to use their own devices. They
demand solutions that allow them to collaborate effectively outside the office, and if their
company tools fail to meet their needs, they’ll look for options elsewhere.
When relying on solutions not designed with the business in mind, the consequences can be
severe.
43% of cyber attacks target SMBs.1 Once in your system, on average it takes
200 days to detect you’re being breached2. Despite this, and the fact employees are
becoming increasingly reliant on technology to do their job, many companies still have
environments, policies and tools rooted in the past.
Often security and privacy are overlooked when employees choose to use alternative tools
for work.

In fact only 38% employees think about data security when
sharing work-related content with external parties, while 11%
never even consider it.3
In an environment where employees may be travelling a lot, and using personal email or
public document sharing tools on multiple unsecured devices, with GDPR regulations –
it’s no wonder security is a great concern.
Microsoft 365 Business reduces the risk of cyber-attacks that comes with having non-updated
software. It protects against phishing and breaches, thanks to the regular updates you receive
direct to your apps.
Be safe in the knowledge that your data and devices are protected from malware and
external threats, and detect new threats as soon as they happen.

Sources:
1) Small Business Trends 2) V3 3) Collaboration Trends and Technology
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Your business gets to respond as quickly as possible to limit business
impact and as a result, and could benefit from:
•

BitLocker, BitLocker to Go, and Windows Information Protection help
protect business data on mobile devices by ensuring all business data is
encrypted and accessible only by authorized users. Protect your data and 		
devices against malware, malicious attacks, and device loss or theft.

•

Windows Hello multi-factor authentication strengthens your users’ device 		
credentials and further protect Windows 10 devices from unauthorised 		
access.

•

Centralised control of company data on personal devices and a reduced 		
risk profile with security features.

•

A consistent security configuration profile with an established baseline of 		
security policies across managed devices.

•

Windows Defender, always-on and up-to-date.

Simplified for business
With the advent of cloud, hybrid, and mobility – as well as employees wanting to use their
own devices and spend more hours outside the office – businesses often have a mix of
technologies, apps, and data.
They’re scattered all over the place, and often unaccounted for.
According to recent research, 37% of people use 5 or more apps for work, while
63% use their devices more now than they did a year ago.1
These numbers will only increase, which is why the thought of rolling out a new solution
across the unknown may seem a little daunting to businesses with limited time, money,
and IT resource.
This presents serious problems. Businesses must find a way of managing their IT solutions
so it stays secure. When, for example, the workforce is widespread and uses a range of
BYOD devices, how can updates take place securely? What happens if data gets into the
wrong hands? And what if there is no IT Manager to help?
With so many risks within today’s disruptive climate, there’s a far better option for timesensitive CEOs who just need a solution that works and is secure. Microsoft 365 Business is
quick to set up and easy to manage, freeing up time to run your business. Think no more
complex roll-outs.
We give you a new, simplified way to deploy the tools you need by delivering Windows
as a service, meaning you get all the latest Microsoft 365 Business updates sent to you
on a regular basis. This enables you to respond swiftly to security threats and keeps you
updated with the latest versions of the apps you need.

Sources:
1) Alfresco
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With only a small upfront investment required, Microsoft 365 Business leaves
you valuable resources to spend on driving your business forward. Its scalability
means you can add or remove seats on a monthly basis, paying only for what
you use. Ideal if your business has seasonal fluctuations.
Simplified device deployment and user setup includes:
•

Single admin console to setup and manage users and devices

•

Auto-installation of Office apps on Windows 10 PCs

•

Always up-to-date Office + Windows 10

•

Streamlined deployment of PCs with Windows AutoPilot

How Outsource Solutions can empower your
people, with Microsoft 365 Business
Connecting employees in team environments is crucial to maintaining your competitive edge.
Given the increasing complexity of client demands, the shift to modern ways of working also
has a positive effect on performance.
Microsoft 365 Business gives your employees the ability to work flexibly, while you get peace
of mind with device management and security solutions to safeguard data across devices:
Safest Windows ever
Get upgraded to Windows 10 Pro from Windows 7 and 8.1 Pro.
Dependability and support
Get 99.9% uptime guaranteed and 24x7 online and phone support.
File storage
Manage your files from anywhere with 1TB of storage.

Put your mind at ease, let us manage your IT
Running a professional services business that needs to be set up for growth and protected
from cyber-crime? Outsource Solutions tailored its IT managed services for companies just
like yours which, performs flawlessly from any location and keeps your data safe.
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www.osgroup.co.uk/about-us/

Professional Services Set Up for Growth in
the Digital Age
Reduce and eliminate the typical IT frustrations and downtime that your team experienced
in the past. Work safely from anywhere and set the foundation for growth.
If you have been thinking of modernising your IT service to grow with your business, drive
innovation and ensure highest levels of security, while working from any location - then we
should talk.
With 18 years of IT experience and proven expertise in Microsoft technologies, we at
Outsource Solutions provide a proactive, cloud-based technology support that we can tailor
to your company specifics and goals. You will get a dedicated account manager, committed
to understand the bottom of your business drivers and to help you map a new technology
“blueprint”.
Our Fully Managed Contract is based on three pillars:
·

Recovery – keeping your valuable company data safe from sudden loses and ensuring
business continuity

·

S ecurity – continual monitoring, non-stop service and timely alerts will save you from
virtual threats and ensure peace of mind

·

Performance – ensuring your business is equipped with the right technology tools that
perfectly fit your workloads and perform at optimum levels
Just focus on what you do best. You can leave the IT management to the Outsource team.
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“The professional and dedicated Outsource
team play a crucial role in the day to day
operations at Belfast City Airport. From flight
information display screens in the terminal
building to noise monitoring microphones
located off site, the team look after the full
range of IT assets. Outsource enable SME’s to
manage and reach business growth with their
technology offering and expertise.”
ICT & Business Transformation Manager, Belfast City
Airport

Free Discovery Session for Your IT Action
Plan
Ready to talk more about how you can transform your business with fully managed IT
services?
We’re glad you are! Sign up for our free discovery session, where we will get in touch, talk
about your business, your challenges, specific requirements and visions for the future.
Our aim will be to deliver a concrete action plan of the technology support that fits your
business and get a designated account manager that will be at your service to help you take
the next steps.

Get in touch today and let’s modernise your services together!
Phone: +44 (28) 9448 5112
Email: discovery@osgroup.co.uk
Website: www.osgroup.co.uk/about-us/
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